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Vigil 1: East of Church – 21:45 to 22:15 

For the positions of the team members see the plan on the next page. 

21:43 Sam hears a scuttling noise to her left. 

21:45 Steph measures the temperature as +12°C. 

 Steph notes the conditions as very calm with a slight cool breeze. She can hear the sound of 

trickling water from the other side of the wall and sheep bleating. 

21:47 Steph hears rustling coming from the undergrowth near the wall opposite. Sam asks Steph if she 

can hear it and she confirms she can. 

 Sam hears footsteps to her left, around the corner from where she is sitting. 

21:52 Steph notes the rustling moves further along the line of the wall. She cannot see any dark shapes 

moving around and thinks it must be a small animal like a mouse.  

 Animal/s heard scurrying in the long grass by Richard, he was observed on several occasions 

throughout the vigil. 

21:53 Sam hears what sounds like men talking, coming from her right but notes it is too faint to make 

out what they are saying.  

 Around this time Richard heard a man’s voice from his right going “ohhh”. This was from the 

area at the front of the church, although no other team member heard this. 

21:54 Richard asks Steph and Sam if they heard anything to the right of where the team are 

conducting the vigil. Steph replies that she did not hear anything. 

21:56 Steph hears what sounds like two men talking to her right, about southwest by south from where 

she is sitting. She could not make out any words, just mumbling and it sounded as if it was near 

the path to the church. 

[Editors Note: During this vigil Team 1 was at the front of the church, in the direction from which the 

talking was heard, but at no time did they talk as the team sat a distance apart.] 

21:59 Steph can smell tar. 

22:00 In the same area at the front of the church (within the front gravestones to the right), a moving 

greyish/off white blob was seen by Richard, moving in a general right to left direction, towards 

the church boundary hedge. It was no definable shape, and keeping very low to the ground, no 

higher than the stones themselves. 

22:02 Sam gets the names Mary John Parker and Elizabeth Corley or Cowley. At the same time she 

feels sick and light headed. She could also smell something sweet and sickly; a smell she had 

not smelt before. 

22:07 Steph notes a much cooler breeze and measures the temperature as +11.5°C. 
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Vigil 2: South of Church – 22:20 to 22:50 

For the positions of the team members see the plan on the next page. 

22:23 Sam asks the team if they can smell something like kerosene, Steph agrees she can and that it 

smells like an oil lamp. 

22:34 Sam can sense that she is being watched over her right shoulder.  

22:29 Steph measures the temperature as +12°C. 
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22:31 Richard noticed a shadow through the trees, from where the team was situated, looking across 

to the same set of gravestones to the right (where Richard saw the grey/white blob). One of 

three times during this second vigil, Richard picks up the name Mary along with a P as a 

surname, but nothing else.  

22:23 Steph hears a loud ‘squawking’ sound and is unsure what kind of animal it is.  

22:37 Richard picks up the name Mary and P again.  
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 Around this time Richard’s heart rate increased noticeably, and a feeling of apprehension every 

time he looks over to his right (same graveyard area.) but not to the left. 

22:40 Sam gets the sense of a link with WWI and that it has something to do with the entrance to the 

church but the entrance is in a different place.  

22:41 Steph experiences a sweet floral smell. She looks around but there are only trees and bushes. 

The smell is like being in a garden with lots of flowers. 

22:42 Steph smells kerosene again.  

 Richard feels slightly nauseous, and has a headache, being around for most of the vigil, briefly 

got worse for a period of about 45 seconds. 

22:43 Richard picks up the name Mary and P for a third time.  

22:49 Steph hears the sound of a screeching animal, roughly west, which is very loud. Steph thinks 

she hears a man’s voice in the same direction and the noise abruptly stops.  

Equipment List 

Steph Digital Camera: Samsung PL81 

Gauss Meter 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: Tecpel DIT-512 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Sam Digital Camera: Vivitar Vivicam 8600 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Richard Digital Camera: Kodak M1063 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

 


